
Telling Stories
Understanding Narration in Film



A Short History
• 1900—1920s

 First films were absent of narrative

 Borrowed from existing stories (popular novels, campfire stories, and theatre)

 1907 marks the use of a scriptwriter (or screenwriters)

 Thus the birth of the screenplay and the need of new copyright laws 

• 1927—1950
 Pre-talky films relied heavily on intertitles (words inserted between images)

 The shift into talkies was significant for the screenplay

 The 1930’s-40’s model:

 Narratives focus on one or two central characters

 Characters move a linear plot forward

 Action develops against realist cause/effect logic

• 1950—1980
 Post WWII many writers begin to experiment with the traditional narrative structure

• 1980s—Present
 Reflexivity (self-aware)



Stories and Plots

• Story – subject matter or raw material of a narrative, with the actions and 
events ordered chronologically and focused on one or more characters

• Plot – order of the events and actions of the story according to particular 
temporal and spatial patterns, selecting some actions, individuals, and 
events and omitting others



Characters

• Characters motivate the actions of a film’s story

• Character Functions (dramatis personae)

 Villain

 Hero

 Donor (who prepares the hero)

 Helper (often an animal in folktales)

 Princess (or sought-for person)

• Many characters are a blend of ordinary and extraordinary



Character Coherence

• We usually evaluate a character’s coherence according to one or more of the 
following three assumptions or models:

 Values – a character coheres in terms of one or more abstract values (ex. tenacity)

 Action – character acts out a logical relation between his or her implied inner or 
mental life and visible actions (ex. generosity)

 Behaviors – character reflects social and historical assumptions or abnormal 
behavior (ex. social norms)

• Character Depth

 Personal mysteries and intricacies that deepen and layer the dimensions of a 
complicated personally



Character Grouping
• Character grouping refers to the social arrangements of characters in 

relation to each other

• Protagonist – character we identify as the positive forces of the film

• Antagonist – character who opposes the protagonist as a negative force

• What are some classic pairings?



Character Types
• Literal vs. Figurative

 Archetype – a reflection of a spiritual or abstract state or process

 A UNIVERSAL character: they are found in ANY time or setting

 Hero

 Loner

 Villain

 Mentor

 Stereotype – a figurative type is reduced to a set of static traits

 A CULTURAL character: they are based on CERTAIN time period or settings

 Cowboy

 Gangster

 Teenager

• How can film star personae and character type be used to strengthen a film 
character?



Narrative Patterns of Time
• Linear Chronology – events occur one right after another

• Plot Chronologies – nonlinear structure

 Multiple perspectives

 Flashbacks

• The Deadline Structure – temporal scheme that moves towards a specific 
moment

• Narrative Duration and Frequency – relies on editing strategies 



Narrative Perspectives
• First-Person Narration – a character tells the story from their point of 

view (ex Sunset Blvd)

• Omniscient Narration – 3rd person narration with multiple perspectives

• Restricted Narration – 3rd person with limited access to narrative

• Reflexive Narration – calls attention to the narration (self aware)

• Unreliable Narration – Is that story true? (ex Usual Suspects or Fight 
Club)

• Multiple Narrations – Multiple stories (or perspectives) in one film (ex 
Babel or Pulp Fiction)



For this class…
• You will be asked to identify the following moments of plot for each film:

 Inciting Incident – The moment when the protagonist is introduced to a conflict

 Possible conflicts: Person vs Self, Person vs Person, Person vs Environment, Person vs 
Society

 Crisis – The moment when it seems like all hope is lost for our protagonist

 Climax – The moment of resolution.  The protagonist either gets what they desire 
or they don’t.

 Dénouement – Everything that happens after the climax

Practice: using a movie that you recently viewed, break it down into these four major 
plot points

Think, pair, share


